Superinfection of an Escherichia coli R+ strain with a closely related R-factor was associated with the accumulation of replicative intermediates of the superinfecting deoxyribonucleic acid. This deoxyribonucleic acid remains associated with a rapidly sedimenting cell component. 
The efficiency of plasmid transfer is greatly reduced when both members of a conjugal pair harbor isogenic or closely related plasmids. Genetic studies (5) as well as the measurement of the replication of specifically labeled plasmid deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA; references 4, 6) indicate that this phenomenon, loosely referred to as superinfection immunity, is a reflection of two distinct effects: entry exclusion and plasmid incompatibility. The measurement of DNA degradation and the determination of weightaverage molecular weights after transfer indicate that degradation of transferred DNA or transfer of smaller pieces of DNA cannot account for the comparative reduction in transfer to entry excluding recipients (6) . Thus, as directly shown by Sheehy, Orr, and Curtiss III (6) and indirectly inferred by experiments from this laboratory (1, 4) , the only difference in DNA transfer to excluding and nonexcluding recipients is the quantity of labeled DNA transferred. Entry exclusion, therefore, appears to operate solely by inhibiting the physical entry of DNA into cells. Presumably entry exclusion operates at a very early stage in conjugation, perhaps at the level of transfer synthesis, with the result that the amount of plasmid DNA entering a recipient is reduced about 10-fold (4, 6) . If a superinfecting plasmid is able to circumvent the exclusion barrier, it still may have to contend with its incompatibility with the resident plasmid. Incompatibility is manifested by an approximately 11-fold reduction in the rate of replication of superinfecting DNA which greatly diminishes the probability of its establishment (4). Incompatibility among bacterial plasmids has been generally explained on the basis of the replicon hypothesis which proposes that every autonomous replicon must be attached to a structural component of the cell, a maintenance site, which is required for replication as well as for the distribution of replicas (3) . Thus, incompatibility between related or isogenic plasmids has often been explained in terms of competition between the superinfecting and resident plasmid for a specific maintenance site.
Earlier studies from this laboratory demonstrated that R-factor DNA entering an F-cell became afixed to a rapidly sedimenting cellular structure presumed to be the cell membrane (1) . The DNA fixed to the cell membrane was found in the form of linear double-stranded molecules. These molecules were found to be subsequently converted to open circular (OC) and then to covalently closed circular (CCC) molecules. Both the OC and CCC molecules were found to be dissociated from any cellular structure and were presumed to be cytoplasmic. We wondered whether our observations concerning the rate of replication of superinfecting R-factor DNA (4) might be related to its failure or inability to associate with or dissociate from a cellular membrane site. The following experiments were designed to attempt to answer this question.
The technique employed for specifically labeling R-factor DNA has been previously described (7). In brief, this conjugation system utilized a non-thymine incorporating donor and an ultraviolet irradiated, non-DNA synthesiz-VOL. 115, 1973 ing recipient so that in the presence of 3H-thymine, 90% of the label is incorporated specifically into the plasmid DNA entering a recipient. By using this experimental system, three simultaneous matings were performed: E. coli DF110 F-x E. coli AB2500 F-(non-plasmidcontaining, "sham" mating), E. coli DF110 Rldrdl9 x E. coli AB2500 F-(a normal, compatible mating pair), and E. coli DF110 Rldrdl9 x E. coli AB2500 RTF drdl9 (an incompatible cell pair). DNA was labeled with 3H-thymine in each mating, and samples were taken at various times after the initiation of conjugation, and diluted into an equal volume of fresh medium containing 10-3 M KCN to stop further biosynthesis. Each sample of cells was lysed with a mixture of Brij 58 and deoxycholate after treatment with lysozyme (2) . The lysates were then placed on discontinuous sucrose gradients consisting of 60% sucrose overlaid with 20% sucrose. Any labeled material associated with a rapidly sedimenting component, which layered directly over the 60% sucrose shelf after centrifugation at 19,000 rpm for 45 min in an SW27 swinging bucket rotor, was designated as DNA associated with cell "membrane" material. DNA not associated with the rapidly sedimenting component remained at the top of the 20% sucrose layer after centrifugation and was designated as "cytoplasmic" DNA.
The kinetics of R-factor DNA association with a rapidly sedimenting cellular component in each mating is shown in Fig. 1 . At the end of 20 min of mating 85, 82, and 78% of the total incorporated label was found to be associated with a rapidly sedimenting cell fraction in the sham, compatible, and incompatible matings, respectively. In the figure, the maximum values (at 20 min) were set at 1.00 so that direct comparisons of the three matings could be made more easily. In the sham mating, the amount of rapidly sedimenting membrane-bound DNA remains unchanged over the course of the 90-min experiment. From min 20 to 90, the amount of DNA bound to the membrane in the normal mating was reduced by over 50% and was, in turn, found in the cytoplasmic fraction. In contrast, over the same period, the membranebound DNA in the incompatible mating was reduced by only 13%.
To more precisely examine the molecular events accompanying membrane association in normal and incompatible pairs, the DNA in the cytoplasmic and membrane fractions after 60 min of mating was examined by sedimentation through a linear 5 to 20% neutral sucrose gradient. The DNA-membrane complex was (1, 7). At the indicated times, the kinetics of 3H-thymine DNA association with a component which bands over a 60% sucrose shelf after centrifugation at 19,000 rpm for 45 min was determined for a sham mating, E. coli DF110 F-x E. coli AB2500 F-(-); a normal mating, E. coli DF110 Rldrd19 x E. coli AB2500 F-(0); and an incompatible mating E. coli DF110 Rldrdl9 x E. coli AB2500 RTFdrdl9 (0). In this figure the maximum values of association at 20 min after the initiation of mating were set at 1.00, and other values were calculated relative to this number. The actual values at 20 min were: 900 counts/min for the sham mating, which reflects residual synthesis of chromosomal DNA within the experimental system; 25,000 counts! min for 3H-thymine in the normal mating; and 5,263 counts/min in the incompatible mating. dissociated by treatment with 0.4% sodium dodecyl sulfate and Pronase (7), followed by exhaustive dialysis. The unbound cytoplasmic fraction was treated similarly before analysis. Figure 2A shows a comparison of the sedimentation properties of the cytoplasmic DNA fraction from normal and incompatible matings. The DNA from the normal mating consists of two, roughly equal, sharply defined molecular species which sedimented at 51S and 75S. Previous studies have identified these species as OC and CCC rings, respectively, of Rldrdl9 DNA (7) . The cytoplasmic fraction from the incompatible mating sedimented with a broad, ill-defined distribution, although a peak of the 75S CCC molecules can be recognized. Figure 2B shows a comparison of the sedimentation properties of the DNA dissociated from the membrane fraction of the normal and incompatible matings. The DNA from the normal mating predominantly sedimented as a sharp peak corresponding to 44S, which had been previously identified as a double-stranded linear monomer of R-fac- (4, 7). Centrifugation was carried out for 2 h at 100,000 x g for the cytoplasmic DNA fraction and for 2.5 h at 100,000 x g for the membrane DNA fraction in the SW39 rotor of a Spinco Ultracentrifuge. Five-drop fractions were collected through a hole punctured in the bottom of the tube. The fractions were precipitated with tricholoroacetic acid, collected on membrane filters, and counted. (4) . The precise nature of these molecules is not known, although their properties are consistent with a partially replicated ring form. Preliminary results reported here are consistent with the notion that R-factor DNA entering both a normal or incompatible host is capable of being attached to a cellular component which is inferred to be the bacterial membrane. Of course, simple association with membrane material per se, as defined under our experimental conditions, and a specific maintenance site on the membrane are not necessarily equivalent, since these data reveal little with regard to the location, specificity, or biochemical nature of this attachment. Nonetheless, it is clear that under the experimental conditions employed, R-factor DNA from a normal mating can associate with and dissociate from a rapidly sedimenting cellular fraction, and that this transition is associated with specific topological changes in the R-factor DNA presumably due to its replication. In contrast, in the incompatible cell the majority of the incoming DNA remains afixed to a cellular structure and accumulates as replicative intermediates. Whether this replicative block reflects the action of a repressorlike substance elaborated by the resident plasmid or a competition for a specific replicative site remains to be answered. 
